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P U M P

"Pump is something that messes up blackboards."
Content, not form.

"Wasn't she here last year. She's supposed to be a great girl."
No contemplation on the past, rather use it as a springboard.
"A lot of silly sings."

Give silly credit where silly credit is due.
"Pump loves the Drama Department."
Extreme.

"Pump? I thought it was P-U-M-P."

Pump. P-U-M-P blank spaces
ANYTHING

RAHiRAH!!PAH!I!RAH!!!!RAH!!« H  constructively

critically

sincerely

thisschooldoesnotneedanotherbureaucraticorganization,you'reright.
Pump or P-U-M-P or or any other name would smell as sweet is
not an organization. It's a ridiculous name for something

that is not quite so 

ridiculous.
Talk about cooperation between the departments.

Pump knows that a hindrance to the progress of departmental interplay 
is the fact that departments compete against each other.

ALANA HOLLOWAY IN UGIY DUCKLING IS NOT DEPARTMENTAL INTERPLAY. 
So what is Pump saying? Forget complaints against the structure for a 
moment. Forget complaints again><t the offices of Mrs. Fitz-Simmons,
Mr. Lindgren, Mr. Zuckerman, Dr. Menninio Forget all the paper 
stuffed between these people.

Get together yourselves. Do something on your own 
(but first clear it with the Dept. Head - 
Your main obligation is to that department.)

INTERPLAY

what does pump stand for
People for the Unification of Mutual Purposes

yeech

that name. no affirmation for affirmation's sake.
Pompous Declaration:

"P.U.M.P. would like to unite all the students of The 
North Carolina School of the Arts in a mutual bond, that 
bond being sincere, honest and artistic efforts to 
unite all the students of The North Carolina School of 
the Arts in sincere, honest and artistic efforts.

A bit too paradoxical for my taste, but altogether necessary.
Idealistic? Idealistic.

Believe your blackboards.
PUMP Week ^  coming.

And we have

Plays

Concerts

Dance
Opera

Exhibits

involving everybody from each department

collectively.

So Folks, don't knock it 'till you've tried it.
Give this propaganda a fighting chance.
Put some effort into it.
Pump.

I don't understand Pump completely

But that's like trying to understand every student in the school 
completely.

In fact, that's what Pump is.


